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Some Useful Questions to Ask When Interviewing Your Next Listing Agent
Selecting the best listing agent is Once you have assembled a list
of two or three agents to interview,
important, but how do you go
about it? The buyer’s agent from you need to come up with the
questions to ask them.
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This Week’s Very Different Featured Listings
These two new listings both have Golden addresses, but the similarities end there!. The home at right
sits at 262 Ronnie Road, atop Coal Creek Canyon,
30 minutes from downtown Golden. Enjoy almost
3,000 sq. ft. of living space and unobstructed views
of the continental divide. Also, enjoy a dramatically
oversized garage with a 100-amp sub-panel to power a workshop. It sits on 0.8 acres of level land.
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$325,000

$120,000

At left is 1300 Golden Circle, off Heritage Road in
Golden proper. On the garden level is unit #101, a 3bedroom, 2-bath corner unit in excellent condition,
just steps from this complex’s amazing recreation
center with swimming pool, fitness center and more.
Tour both online at www.GoldenRealEstate.com
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